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PLANER THICKNESSER DOUBLE TT260

€495,04 (excl. VAT)

Handy planer thicknesser that is easy to transport due to its compact design and light weight. With a
width of 260 mm and a powerful motor, this machine will easily satisfy all the needs of any hobbyist. The
TT260 is equipped with aluminium working tables and a sturdy aluminium guide that can be tilted up to

45°. The sturdy steel housing with powder coating ensures the necessary stability during work. Equipped
with a professional shaft with two planing knives. With these planing knives you have a maximum working

width of 254 mm. Standard delivery on base frame.

SKU: 0DO260S
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Handy planer thicknesser that is easy to transport due to its compact design and light weight. With a width of
260 mm and a powerful motor, this machine easily meets all the needs of every hobbyist. The TT260 is

equipped with aluminium working tables and a sturdy aluminium guide that can be tilted up to 45°. In addition,
the sturdy powder-coated steel housing ensures the necessary stability during work. Equipped with a

professional shaft with two planing knives. With these planing knives you have a maximum working width of
254 mm. Standard delivery on base frame.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Compact machine
Planing width 254mm

Planing shaft with two knives
Aluminium worktops

Aluminium guide (tiltable)
Equipped with connection for dust extraction

Portable (e.g. easy to take to the construction site)

DESCRIPTION

Handy planer thicknesser that is easy to transport due to its compact design and light weight. With a width of
260 mm and a powerful motor, this machine easily meets all the needs of every hobbyist. The TT260 is

equipped with aluminium working tables and a sturdy aluminium guide that can be tilted up to 45°. In addition,
the sturdy powder-coated steel housing ensures the necessary stability during work. Equipped with a

professional shaft with two planing knives. With these planing knives you have a maximum working width of
254 mm. Standard delivery on base frame.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 49 kg

Dimensions 65 × 90 × 65 cm

Voltage 230 V

Input Power 1500W

Planing width 260 mm

Planing table dimensions 946x263mm

Ø planing shaft 55mm
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Nominal speed of planing axis 9000rpm

Number of planing knives 2

Max. planing depth 3mm

Thicknessing table dimensions 254x303mm

Throughput height thicknesser 120mm

Depth of cut thicknesser 3mm

Feed speed thicknesser 6m/min


